


To create something exceptional, your 
mindset must be relentlessly focused on 
the smallest details.

Giorgio Armani

“
”



Stay with Armani

Open your eyes to a different style of hospitality where innovation and refined 
excellence come together in one of the world’s most exciting cities under 
the contemporary influence of global fashion icon Giorgio Armani.

Welcome to a place where each and every element embodies the Armani 
lifestyle and design philosophy; where our personal passion for world-class 
service and elegance reflects our guests’ own exacting tastes. 

Personalisation is our hallmark and the Stay with Armani experience is 
your invitation to experience an exclusive concept steeped in creativity, 
unsurpassed in ingenuity and designed with impeccable attention to detail.

Armani/Lobby



As the hospitality centerpiece of the world’s tallest building, Burj Khalifa, 
whose glittering spire dominates the urban skyline, the Armani Hotel Dubai 
enjoys a privileged position in the Centre of Now.

Located in the heart of Downtown Dubai, the city’s vibrant retail and 
entertainment hub, the Armani lifestyle experience is complemented by 
exclusive access to a collection of upscale boutiques, international dining 
hotspots and the world’s largest mall.

Offering 40,000 square metres of contemporary luxury, the hotel features 
160 guestrooms and suites with unrivalled views out over the sparkling 
waters of the Arabian Gulf and The Dubai Fountain.

Downtown Dubai

Burj Khalifa, Downtown Dubai



A warm and welcoming home-away-from-home experience is at the core 
of what we do and echoes Giorgio Armani’s own highly personal approach 
to hospitality.

Our team of Armani ambassadors delivers the ultimate in personalised 
service through our signature Stay with Armani lifestyle concept and, during 
their stay, each guest is hosted by a dedicated Lifestyle Manager.

From fast track check-in from the comfort of your suite to customised spa 
treatments and added value touches, your Lifestyle Manager is on call 
around the clock to ensure that you get the most out of your stay and visit 
to Dubai.

Lifestyle Experience

Armani Guest Rooms 



While the hotel and Downtown Dubai district offer a wealth of activities and 
experiences, our guestrooms and suites provide a welcome retreat from the 
world outside, with sweeping views across the city and Arabian Gulf. 

The restful living spaces are a stylish aesthetic interpretation of the Armani 
signature style, using custom-created fabrics and bespoke furniture to 
provide the perfect finishing touch.

Whether you are looking for a place for quiet relaxation or a beautifully 
designed environment conducive to work or play, our collection of 160 
guestrooms and suites blend stunning architecture and natural light to 
create an atmosphere of calm serenity.

Guest Rooms & Suites

Armani Ambassador Suite



Armani Fountain Suite



vanity room

Armani/Weddings



Armani Dubai Suite



Armani/Ristorante





Exquisite culinary experiences are also on the menu and cosmopolitan 
Dubai is the backdrop for a culinary journey around the globe that blends 
contemporary Armani style with a novel approach to world cuisine.

Our acclaimed collection of award-winning restaurants take you from the 
signature flavours of Italy at Armani/Ristorante and modern regional Indian 
cuisine at Armani/Amal to Mediterranean favourites at Armani/Mediterraneo, 
fashionably different Japanese dining at Armani/Hashi and the European 
accents of Armani/Deli. And for an intimate rendezvous or after-dark fun, the 
city’s social set heads for Armani/Privé, our late night VIP lounge.

Stunning restaurant interiors mark the Armani dining experience out as an 
unforgettable occasion, whatever the location, and guests can also enjoy 
the relaxed al fresco setting of each restaurant’s landscaped terrace or 
balcony, set against the dramatic backdrop of Downtown Dubai and The 
Dubai Fountain.

Dine



Al-Fresco Dining



Armani/Amal



Armani/Deli



Armani/Hashi



Armani/Privé



Armani Hotel Dubai also enjoys a reputation as the city’s preferred location 
for business or social occasions from high profile conferences and closed-
door boardroom negotiations to glamorous celebrations.

For unique events with signature style and impeccable service our collection 
of six contemporary spaces, which includes the elegant setting of the 
Armani/Ballroom and the private Armani/Al Majlis, offer flexible tailored 
solutions with a venue to complement every occasion.

Harmonious understated décor, exquisite tableware and linens, hand-
selected menus and flawless service are supported by a team of hands-
on events experts and state-of-the-art technology for a successful event 
delivered with signature Armani style.

Armani/Business Centre



Armani/Pavilion



Armani/Weddings





And for the ultimate celebration of romantic intent we promise a memorable 
start to married life with a bespoke wedding reception at Dubai’s most 
exclusive location.

Our collection of tailored wedding experiences guarantees an unforgettable 
occasion  with floral centrepieces by Armani/Fiori, personalised Armani/Dolci 
gifts, exclusive kosha designs, award-winning menus, a handcrafted wedding 
cake from our master pâtissier and luxurious overnight accommodation.

From our one-of-a-kind ballroom to the stunning landscaped gardens of 
Armani/Pavilion, we will take care of even the smallest detail, leaving you 
free to enjoy your special day.



Armani/Weddings



Balance is key to embracing the Armani lifestyle philosophy and our 
12,000-square foot spa offers tailor-made sensory therapies designed to 
meet your individual wellness needs.

An oasis of peace and tranquility, the spa environment encompasses a series 
of unique spaces and facilities with sequential thermal bathing, personal 
fitness, creative spa cuisine and calming relaxation areas.

Our time-based treatments fulfill different goals with a trio of therapeutic 
themes to choose from. Mu quenches a desire for relaxation and stillness; 
Libertà encourages freedom of movement and the release of physical pain; 
and Fluidità enhances vitality, restoring internal balance.

Armani/SPA



Armani/Pool
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